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Abstract. Earth radiation budget (ERB) satellite observa-
tions require conversion of the measured radiance, which is
a remotely sensed quantity, to a derived irradiance, which is
the relevant energy balance quantity routinely used in mod-
eling and analysis of the climate system. The state-of-the-
art approach for radiance-to-irradiance conversion taken by
the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES)
benefits from the exhaustive sampling of radiance anisotropy
by multiple CERES instruments across many years. Unfor-
tunately, the CERES approach is not easily extended to new
ERB spectral channels that lack previous sampling, such
as the “split-shortwave” planned to be part of the next-
generation ERB mission Libera. As an alternative approach,
the capability of a monochromatic, wide-field-of-view cam-
era to provide dense angular sampling in a much shorter time
frame is assessed. We present a general concept for how this
can be achieved and quantify the proficiency of a camera
to provide rapid angular distribution model (ADM) gener-
ation for the new Libera ultraviolet and visible (VIS) sub-
band. A single mid-visible camera wavelength (555 nm) is
shown to be ideal for representing the VIS sub-band, requir-
ing only basic scene stratification for 555 nm to VIS con-
version. Synthetic camera sampling with realistic operating
constraints also demonstrates that the angular radiance field
of various scenes can be well populated within a single day of

sampling, a notable advance over existing approaches. These
results provide a path for generating observationally based
VIS ADMs with minimal lag time following Libera’s launch.
Coupled with efforts to utilize a camera for scene identifica-
tion, this may also pave the way for future ERB satellite sys-
tems to develop stand-alone irradiance products for arbitrary
sets of spectral channels, opening up new measurement and
science possibilities.

1 Introduction

Satellite observations of the Earth radiation budget (ERB) are
essential for monitoring Earth’s climate because they track
the amount of energy available to the Earth system. Con-
sequently, they have been a mainstay from the dawn of the
satellite era through the present day (Harries et al., 2005;
Kandel et al., 1998; Wielicki et al., 1996; Kyle et al., 1993;
Barkstrom, 1984; Jacobowitz et al., 1984; Raschke et al.,
1973; Vonder Haar and Suomi, 1971; Raschke and Bandeen,
1970). A persistent challenge associated with ERB observa-
tions is the conversion of the measured radiance – a quan-
tity dependent on the angle at which a scene is viewed – to
a derived irradiance – a quantity that encompasses all view
angles. This radiance-to-irradiance conversion is particularly
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crucial in the shortwave (SW) where strong anisotropy is
common, resulting from the surface bidirectional reflectance
and the optical properties of the atmosphere including those
of absorbing gases, particles, and condensates. The irradi-
ance is far more relevant for Earth system energetics, and
therefore it is the derived irradiance products, rather than the
direct radiance observations, that are most useful to quan-
tify climate forcing and feedbacks (e.g., Ceppi and Nowack,
2021; Cesana and del Genio, 2021; Kramer et al., 2021; My-
ers et al., 2021; Raghuraman et al., 2021), constrain and im-
prove climate models (e.g., Hartmann and Ceppi, 2014; Tett
et al., 2013b, a; Forster and Gregory, 2006), and inform ERB
assessments and scientific understanding (Loeb and Wielicki,
2015; Wild et al., 2015; Stephens et al., 2012; Trenberth,
2009; Vonder Haar and Suomi, 1971).

The solution to the radiance-to-irradiance conversion chal-
lenge is provided by so-called angular distribution models
(ADMs). These models consist of a set of anisotropic fac-
tors, R, to convert the satellite-measured radiance, I , to an
irradiance F :

Fs,i =
πIs,i,j,k

Rs,i,j,k
, (1)

where the subscript s represents the dependence on scene
composition, and the subscripts i, j , and k represent the
angular dependences on solar zenith angle (SZA), viewing
zenith angle (VZA), and relative azimuth angle (RAA), re-
spectively. A full derivation of SW ADMs and a discussion
of their intricacies were recently outlined in a review arti-
cle (Gristey et al., 2021). Here, it suffices to recognize that
while the perfect ADM would require perfect knowledge of
the properties of a given scene, ADMs are often parameter-
ized into discrete scene types and solar-viewing geometries
and that these dimensions are highly stratified in current ERB
products from the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy
System (CERES) (Su et al., 2015a; Loeb et al., 2005, 2003a).
It has been shown that the higher stratification in CERES SW
ADMs leads to reduced uncertainty in irradiance products at
local and regional scales (Su et al., 2015b; Loeb et al., 2007,
2003b). This approach is made possible by both the retrieval
of detailed scene properties using co-flying imager observa-
tions and direct sampling of radiance anisotropy accumulated
over many years from multiple CERES instruments. The di-
rect sampling of SW radiance anisotropy has largely been
achieved through the operation of CERES instruments in ro-
tating azimuth plane scan (RAPS) mode, where the instru-
ment scans in elevation as it rotates in azimuth.

NASA’s next-generation ERB satellite mission Libera,
which is supported as the first Earth Venture Continuity mis-
sion and is due to launch in 2027, will provide continuity to
the CERES data record. In addition to hosting heritage spec-
tral channels for continuity, Libera will also host a “split-
SW” radiometer to separately derive ultraviolet to visible
(VIS; 0.3–0.7 µm) and near-infrared (NIR; 0.7–5.0 µm) sub-
band irradiances. While detailed spectral information is typi-

cally needed to retrieve specific atmospheric properties (e.g.,
to separate between water vapor and cloud absorptions), the
split-SW will bring new science advances by probing how
SW energy is partitioned at the surface and in the atmosphere
(Hakuba et al., 2022; Carlson et al., 2019; Collins et al.,
2006). However, there are two challenges with applying the
state-of-the-art CERES approach for radiance-to-irradiance
conversion of Libera split-SW observations. First, the exist-
ing CERES SW ADMs cannot be directly applied because
the surface and atmospheric absorption, reflection, and scat-
tering differ markedly between the total SW and split-SW.
Second, the extensive angular sampling required to generate
new split-SW ADMs does not yet exist. While Libera will
have the capability to operate in RAPS mode and will co-fly
with the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS),
it is expected to operate primarily in cross-track scan mode
to meet continuity requirements; RAPS mode is only antici-
pated to be available for 12–36 d per year and will be limited
to a finite number of RAPS scans expected to be substantially
fewer than for the CERES instruments. Implementing highly
stratified ADMs for the new split-SW sub-bands following
the CERES SW ADM approach is therefore simply not fea-
sible, especially since the development of VIS and NIR irra-
diance products cannot wait for years to exhaustively sample
radiance anisotropy with Libera in RAPS mode.

To address the absence of sufficient angular sampling in
the split-SW sub-bands, Libera plans to fly a monochromatic
wide-field-of-view (WFOV) camera as part of its instrument
package. The camera will continuously take images of the
entire Earth disk from horizon to horizon with sub-kilometer
pixel spacing at nadir, providing dense angular sampling of
the radiance field. Uniformity in the camera pixel radiances
across the WFOV, expected to be within 1.5 % for the Libera
camera, will be essential to derive anisotropic factors as in
Eq. (1). However, the camera radiances are not bound by sim-
ilarly stringent requirements on absolute accuracy, expected
to be within 5 %, because the anisotropic factors are calcu-
lated as a ratio of radiances in different directions, making
a camera appropriate for this task. A camera also provides
several other potentially useful sampling opportunities for
ERB, such as continuous imaging of the radiometer footprint
for rudimentary scene identification, multi-angle views to aid
cloud detection and cloud tomography retrieval, and detailed
angular radiance variations of a given scene for ADM valida-
tion. While the exact specifications of the Libera camera are
being actively refined and will be documented in a separate
technical paper, we apply several aspects of the expected per-
formance of the Libera camera as realistic constraints during
this study.

The purpose of this study is to outline the concept and
quantify the capability of a monochromatic WFOV camera
to produce VIS ADMs. We focus on the VIS sub-band for
reasons outlined in Sect. 4, but we note that the NIR irra-
diance can subsequently be determined via subtraction of
the derived VIS irradiance from the total SW irradiance.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram providing a broad overview of the process-
ing steps required to go from WFOV camera images at a single
mid-visible wavelength to a VIS sub-band ADM.

An overview of the process is shown in the flow diagram
in Fig. 1 and proceeds as follows. First, since anticipated
data rate constraints dictate that entire camera images are
unlikely to be downlinked during the Libera mission, we de-
velop pixel masks that extract a small subset of camera image
pixels to meet ADM development needs. Section 3 outlines
the choice of pixel masks to provide monochromatic radi-
ances at the radiometer footprint scale across a wide range of
viewing angles. One can reasonably question how monochro-
matic (single-channel) camera observations translate to VIS
ADMs, and in Sect. 4 we show that a mid-visible wavelength
provides a very tight relationship with the VIS sub-band re-
quiring only minimal stratification by solar-viewing geome-
try and scene, thereby enabling a spectral conversion that is
required to use monochromatic observations to generate VIS
ADMs. In Sect. 5, we quantify the capability of the camera
to provide dense angular sampling needed for ADMs by sim-
ulating synthetic camera samples and determining how they
would populate the angular space of various scene types.

2 Data

To assess the spectral relationship between a monochromatic
camera wavelength and the split-SW bands (Sect. 4) we em-
ploy multiple datasets. First and primarily, we assess spec-
tral relationships with the Climate Absolute Radiance and
Refractivity Observatory (CLARREO; Wielicki et al., 2013)
observing system simulation experiment (OSSE; Feldman et
al., 2015, 2011a, b). The CLARREO OSSE is based on ra-
diative transfer calculations using the MODerate resolution
atmospheric TRANsmission (MODTRAN; Berk et al., 2014)
computer code with input atmospheric profiles from climate
models, providing a global perspective. Here, we use top-of-
atmosphere (TOA) outgoing SW spectral radiances obtained
with profiles from the Commonwealth Scientific and Indus-
trial Research Organisation (CSIRO) climate model output.

There are a couple of important limitations of the CLARREO
OSSE in the context of the present study including limited
spectral and angular resolution in the input surface spectral
bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) and
the fact that the spectral radiances are only output at nadir.
These limitations are addressed with additional observations
and simulations, summarized together with all other datasets
used in this study in Table 1.

For an observational perspective, we compare the
CLARREO OSSE with satellite observations from the Scan-
ning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric
Chartography (SCIAMACHY; Gottwald and Bovensmann,
2011) and aircraft observations from the Airborne Visible In-
frared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS; Green et al., 1998).
Since the SCIAMACHY data volume is large, and exten-
sive SCIAMACHY observations are not required for this
study, we arbitrarily use data from 1 August 2004. We also
use “SCIAMACHY-like” simulations over West Africa in
2010 (Gristey and Chiu, 2022; Gristey et al., 2019) that were
generated via the Havemann–Taylor Fast Radiative Transfer
Code (HT-FRTC; Havemann et al., 2018). A distinct obser-
vational perspective is provided by AVIRIS, where we se-
lect just four scenes that are frequently encountered across
the globe. While limited in global representativeness, these
AVIRIS scenes provide a valuable consistency check against
the CLARREO OSSE and have some advantages over SCIA-
MACHY such as covering a larger fraction of the incoming
solar spectrum with much finer spatial resolution, enabling
better physical interpretation.

To provide some initial insights into the solar-viewing ge-
ometry dependence of spectral relationships, we also ana-
lyze a dataset of MODTRAN calculations that was used
for CERES radiance unfiltering (Loeb et al., 2001). This
dataset includes almost 5000 TOA spectral radiances at
SZAs, VZAs, and RAAs that are most often varied simul-
taneously from one calculation to the next. Since the angular
resolution of this CERES unfiltering dataset is still relatively
coarse, we further explore detailed angular variations for a
given scene by running radiative transfer calculations with li-
bRadtran (Emde et al., 2016; Mayer and Kylling, 2005) using
a wrapper code included within the Education and Research
3D Radiative Transfer Toolbox (EaR3T; Chen et al., 2023).
This diverse set of radiative transfer calculations and obser-
vations helps ensure that our analyses are minimally suscep-
tible to radiative transfer model errors and existing observa-
tional limitations.

To assess the angular sampling of various scene types
that a WFOV camera could observe (Sect. 5), we use an
intermediate dataset that is applied in the production of
CERES Single Scanner Footprint (SSF) data products (Loeb
et al., 2003a) called “Cookie Dough”. This dataset contains a
swath of retrieved geophysical variables (Minnis et al., 2021;
Trepte et al., 2019) along the orbit and at the spatial reso-
lution of the spectral imager that is co-flying on the same
satellite as a given CERES instrument. In CERES process-
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Table 1. Datasets used in this study. Unless otherwise stated, no subsetting of scene properties is applied.

Name Key characteristics for this study Reference(s)

CLARREO OSSE – Based on radiative transfer with MODTRAN version 5.3.1
– Input profiles from CSIRO climate model output arbitrarily for January 2040 run
under the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 scenario
– Data on a global grid with 96 latitude× 192 longitude points
– Output is TOA nadir radiance at 5 nm spectral resolution

Feldman et al. (2015,
2011a, b)

SCIAMACHY
observations

– SW hyperspectral imaging spectrometer that flew on the European Space
Agency’s environmental satellite from 2002–2012
– Reflected solar spectrum from 240–1750 nm, version 8.
– Spectral resolution between 0.22 and 1.48 nm depending on spectral region
– Data extracted for 1 August 2004, consisting of 24 971 spectra

Gottwald and
Bovensmann (2011)

SCIAMACHY-like
simulations

– Based on radiative transfer with HT-FRTC
– 90 917 input profiles derived from A-Train satellite retrievals in 2010
– West Africa only (20◦W–20◦ E and 0–30◦ N)
– TOA nadir radiance at native SCIAMACHY spectral resolution

Gristey and Chiu
(2022), Gristey et al.
(2019)

AVIRIS
observations

– Downward-pointing SW hyperspectral imaging spectrometer flown on the ER-2
aircraft at approximately 20 km altitude
– Reflected solar spectrum from 366–2500 nm
– Spectral resolution of 10 nm
– Data extracted for four arbitrary scenes: marine cirrus, marine stratus, cropland,
and mixed forest–cumulus clouds.

Green et al. (1998)

CERES unfiltering
simulations

– Based on radiative transfer with MODTRAN version 3.7
– A total of 4956 simulations categorized as land (2520), cloudy ocean (336), clear
ocean (588), deep convective cloud (252), and snow (1260), which excludes the
highest SZA bin from Loeb et al. (2001)
– Output is TOA radiance at a spectral resolution of 20 cm−1 in intervals of
10 cm−1

– SZA, VZA, and RAA most often varied simultaneously from one simulation to
the next

Loeb et al. (2001)

libRadtran
simulations

– Cloud from 0.5–1 km with optical depths of 10, 20, and 50, effective radius of
12 µm, and a Lambertian ocean surface with albedo of 0.03
– SZAs of 30 and 60◦

– VZAs of 10, 30, 45, and 50◦

– RAAs from 0–360◦ every 5◦

Chen et al. (2023),
Emde et al. (2016),
Mayer and Kylling
(2005)

CERES Cookie
Dough

– Retrievals from VIIRS on NOAA 20
– Data from 1 January, 1 April, 1 July, and 1 October 2021
– Retrieved variables: surface type, cloud fraction, cloud optical depth
– Subsetting is applied in the Cookie Dough processing by using every eighth
VIIRS imager pixel and every other scan line

Minnis et al. (2021),
Trepte et al. (2019)

ing, CERES radiometer footprints are then matched to this
dataset and applied as a “cookie cutter” to extract the foot-
print scene properties, hence the colloquial analogy. Specifi-
cally, we use Cookie Dough derived from the VIIRS imager
on the NOAA-20 satellite for 4 d spread evenly throughout an
annual cycle. While a large number of retrieved geophysical
variables are available in the dataset, we only extract those
that are of most importance for exploring the scene stratifi-
cation of VIS ADMs: surface type, cloud fraction, and cloud
optical depth.

3 Subsetting of camera images for dense angular
sampling

Continuously capturing high-resolution images of the entire
Earth disk viewable from satellite altitude creates significant
demands on satellite data storage and downlink. For exam-
ple, the 2048× 2048 12-bit camera images anticipated every
5 s during the Libera mission, shown schematically in Fig. 2,
equate to a data rate greater than 10 000 kbit s−1, which is or-
ders of magnitude larger than the allocation when Libera was
proposed. To address this challenge, we recognize that entire
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Figure 2. (a) A 2048× 2048 camera pixel array providing 750 m
resolution at nadir (red pixels are viewing Earth, while black pix-
els fall beyond the horizon) and (b) an instantaneous sampling
schematic of a WFOV camera viewing Earth (footprint in red shad-
ing). This design is broadly consistent with the camera proposed to
fly as part of the Libera instrument package at an estimated altitude
of 824 km (Earth image credit: NASA).

images are not necessarily required to meet angular sampling
needs for ADM generation. Instead, it is possible to extract a
small subset of the overall pixels in each image that encom-
pass a variety of viewing geometries and only save/down-
link those pixels. These subsets of pixels can be selected by
carefully designing and applying pre-designed pixel masks
to camera images.

To ensure that a pixel mask provides dense angular sam-
pling needed for ADM generation, we structure it around the
angular bins applied for SW ADMs from the CERES instru-
ment on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
(henceforth CERES-TRMM; Loeb et al., 2003a). These con-
sist of SZA and VZA bins with 10◦ width and RAA bins
with 20◦ width. While other angular bin definitions could be
considered, sampling each of these angular bins at each cam-
era exposure provides a reasonable balance of dense angu-
lar sampling while drastically decreasing the data rate. The
sampling can also be scaled as needed (see below), so the
approach is largely insensitive to the initial angular bins used
as a reference.

We propose a nominal sampling pattern that consists of
separate groups of pixels (henceforth ADM samples) at the
center of every CERES-TRMM angular bin for each cam-
era exposure (Fig. 3a and b). In this case, only 79 218 of
4 194 304 (1.89 %) pixels in each image are extracted. One
implication of this fixed nominal pixel mask is that iden-
tical VZAs are sampled from one camera exposure to the
next. Since the angular distribution of reflected solar radia-
tion can be nonlinear within angular bins, samples taken at
the center of an angular bin may not be representative of that
angular bin as a whole. To address this issue, the location
of the ADM sample can be randomized within each angular
bin on orbit (e.g., Fig. 3c and d). Randomization can be im-
plemented from one camera exposure to the next or updated
periodically, so long as the net result does not lead to sam-

Figure 3. Preliminary camera pixel masks to provide dense angular
sampling while limiting downlink data rate. A systematic camera
pixel mask (a, b) consists of groups of pixels (ADM samples) at
the center of each CERES-TRMM angular bin, while a randomized
camera pixel mask with a scaling factor of 50 % (c, d) consists of
half of the total number of ADM samples randomly located across
and within CERES-TRMM angular bins. Data are plotted in two
coordinate systems: the camera pixel array (a, c) and geolocated
nominally at the Equator and Prime Meridian (b, d). Note that pixels
within an ADM sample that fall beyond the horizon are not shown.

pling bias within angular bins. Note that the geolocated ADM
samples (e.g., Fig. 3b and d) experience significant stretching
with increasing VZA resulting from a combination of three
factors: the view angle projection onto a flat surface, the ad-
ditional curvature of the Earth, and a further additional dis-
tortion from the “fish-eye” camera lens.

Given that it is not strictly necessary to sample every VZA
and RAA bin per camera exposure to generate ADMs, an
important flexibility of this pixel mask is the ability to imple-
ment a scaling factor to adjust the number of ADM samples
for each camera exposure. This enables tailoring to a given
bandwidth. For the example given in Fig. 3c and d, a scal-
ing factor of 50 % is applied, leading to a pixel mask where
only 50 % of the angular bins contain an ADM sample at
each camera exposure, equivalent to only 39 609 of 4 194 304
(0.94 %) pixels in each image. The selection of which angu-
lar bins are sampled can also be randomized to avoid sam-
pling biases over an extended time period. A 50 % scaling
factor with randomization from one exposure to the next is
applied in the simulation experiments in Sect. 5.

Each ADM sample within a pixel mask contains almost
500 pixels that are selected to encompass the radiometer
footprint of approximately 20 km in diameter at nadir. Cam-
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Figure 4. Near–nadir comparison between the CERES (and ex-
pected Libera) point spread function (PSF) normalized to a max-
imum value of 1 (background contours) and the individual pixels
constituting an ADM sample from the WFOV camera (red dots).

era pixel-level radiances can then be weighted by the ra-
diometer point spread function (PSF). The purpose of this
is to ensure that the spatial resolution of the sampling is con-
sistent for the radiances that are used to generate ADMs and
the radiances that will utilize ADMs which will come from
the split-SW radiometer. When comparing to the actual PSF
of the CERES radiometer that is planned to be identical for
Libera (Fig. 4), it is clear that some non-negligible contribu-
tions to the equivalent radiometer measurement could orig-
inate outside the ADM sample. The size of the ADM sam-
ple can easily be increased as needed and should not influ-
ence the results of this study, but note that this situation at
nadir represents a worst-case scenario since the actual cov-
erage of the radiometer PSF increases with VZA due to the
additional camera lens distortion not experienced by the ra-
diometers. The camera ADM samples will therefore match
the view-angle variation in Libera footprint size with increas-
ing fidelity.

4 Choice of camera wavelength

Application of monochromatic angular radiances to gen-
erate broadband ADMs is inspired partly by Corbett and
Su (2015), who found that, of the Multi-angle Imaging Spec-
troRadiometer (MISR; Diner et al., 1998) spectral channels,
the 865 nm channel correlates best with the CERES total
SW and subsequently incorporated radiances from this MISR
channel to create CERES SW ADMs over Antarctic sastrugi.
To determine the applicability of a similar spectral conver-
sion to aid the generation of split-SW ADMs, we examine
a variety of independent datasets containing spectrally re-
solved reflected SW radiances. For a given wavelength to
act as a good proxy for one of the split-SW sub-bands, a
very high correlation between them should exist. That way,
the measured radiance in the monochromatic channel can
serve as a predictor for radiance across the spectral chan-
nel of interest for a given solar-viewing geometry and scene,
and it can subsequently be used for split-SW ADM gener-

ation. Note that this implies a conversion from monochro-
matic radiances to broadband radiances to inform broadband
ADMs and therefore does not directly concern monochro-
matic ADMs.

The CLARREO OSSE that includes scenes across the en-
tire globe (Fig. 5a) suggests that, while 865 nm is amongst
the highest correlations for the NIR sub-band, it is not an
optimal proxy for either of the split-SW bands. The primary
reasons for this lower correlation are that water vapor, liq-
uid and ice absorption, and surface bidirectional reflectance
all affect the NIR sub-band strongly, vary significantly across
scene type, and produce spectrally varying impacts across the
NIR sub-band (discussed further below; see Fig. 7). Instead,
we find that the highest correlation occurs between mid-
visible wavelengths and the VIS sub-band, where absorption
is minimal and surface bidirectional reflectance has less spec-
tral dependence. These high VIS sub-band correlations are
broadly consistent with results from SCIAMACHY obser-
vations and SCIAMACHY-like simulations (Fig. 5b). Some
differences are expected given that the CLARREO OSSE is
based on global gridded data, while the SCIAMACHY obser-
vations are only extracted for a single day, exhibiting denser
sampling in polar regions, and the SCIAMACHY-like sim-
ulations are for an entire year but only over a limited re-
gion (see details in Sect. 2). Despite the different charac-
teristics of the datasets, the consistently high correlation at
mid-visible wavelengths provides reassurance that the result
is robust. Although a range of mid-visible wavelengths exists
where similarly high correlations occur, we proceed specifi-
cally with 555 nm because it is expected to have several op-
erational advantages for the Libera mission. These include
matching the VIIRS M4 band due to co-fly with Libera that
will be useful for consistency checks and flat-fielding ac-
tivities (not discussed here), and 555 nm is at the longer-
wavelength end of the highest correlations, which is im-
portant to minimize on-orbit optical degradation that occurs
preferentially at shorter wavelengths (Béland et al., 2014).

As an additional test of the spectral relationships deter-
mined from the CLARREO OSSE and SCIAMACHY data
(Fig. 5), selected AVIRIS scenes are examined (Fig. 6), this
time with the full dynamic range of correlations retained to
reveal the spectral character of the individual scenes. The
AVIRIS correlation spectra largely tell the same story; mid-
visible wavelengths consistently exhibit the highest correla-
tion with the VIS sub-band. The NIR sub-band correlation,
however, varies substantially more between these scenes for
any given wavelength. When clouds dominate the scene
(Fig. 6a and b), the VIS and NIR sub-band correlations are
themselves correlated given the generally high reflectance of
clouds throughout the spectrum. In contrast, when vegeta-
tion dominates the scene (Fig. 6c and d), the VIS and NIR
correlations are themselves anticorrelated, with a sharp tran-
sition at the so-called near-infrared edge where vegetation is
typically dark in the visible and becomes much brighter in
the NIR. For the cloud-free agriculture scene (Fig. 6c), there
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Figure 5. Pearson correlation coefficient between TOA spectral radiances and the VIS (orange) and NIR (blue) sub-band radiances for (a) all
scenes in the CLARREO OSSE and (b) SCIAMACHY observations as well as SCIAMACHY-like simulations. Star symbols highlight the
wavelengths of focus: 555 and 865 nm. Correlations extend beyond the given vertical axis range, but only the highest correlations are shown.
Note that the NIR sub-band correlation is not shown for SCIAMACHY because of spectrally incomplete data in the NIR.

Figure 6. Pearson correlation coefficient between upwelling spectral radiances at aircraft altitude and the VIS (orange) and NIR (blue)
sub-band radiances for AVIRIS scenes of (a) marine cirrus cloud, (b) marine stratocumulus cloud, (c) agriculture, and (d) mixed forest and
cumulus clouds. The true-color image associated with the AVIRIS observations is given to the right of each panel.

is even a negative correlation between the VIS sub-band and
NIR wavelengths from around 700–1200 nm. The correlation
spectra closely mimic (or are the inverse of) typical surface
or cloud reflectance spectra, demonstrating the dominance of
the underlying surface or cloud spectral reflectance for the
VIS or NIR sub-band correlation. Regardless of these spec-
tral details, 555 nm maintains a very high correlation with the
VIS sub-band across all scenes of around 0.99 or greater.

With multiple lines of evidence supporting 555 nm radi-
ance as a reliable analog for VIS sub-band radiance, we

proceed to stratify the globally representative CLARREO
OSSE results by scene type to gain further insights as to
why. Using the profile properties that were input to the
CLARREO OSSE, we stratify scenes following the sim-
ple Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) definitions
of clear sky (0 %–5 %), partly cloudy (5 %–50 %), mostly
cloudy (50 %–95 %), and overcast (95 %–100 %), as well
as surface type categories of ocean, land, snow, and desert
(henceforth “ERBE-like”; Suttles et al., 1988). When ana-
lyzing the spectral relationships by ERBE-like scene type,
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Figure 7. Relationship between nadir radiance at (a) 865 nm and the NIR sub-band and between (b) 555 nm and the VIS sub-band for mostly
cloudy-over-ocean scenes in the CLARREO OSSE. Data points are colored as high cloud (blue), mid-level cloud (orange), or low cloud
(green), defined using the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) cloud-top pressure boundaries.

we found that one of the most challenging scene types is
mostly cloudy over ocean. For this scene type, a large spread
in the relationship between 865 nm and the NIR sub-band
occurs, with data loosely falling into three branches asso-
ciated with changes in cloud altitude (Fig. 7a). This occurs
for two primary reasons: variations in water vapor above
clouds and cloud thermodynamic phase. While 865 nm is
largely insensitive to variations in these properties, the NIR
sub-band is substantially influenced by differences in water
vapor, cloud liquid, and cloud ice absorption (e.g., Gristey
and Chiu, 2022; Gristey et al., 2019). Meanwhile, the same
scenes exhibit very little spread in the relationship between
555 nm and VIS (Fig. 7b), as shown by the increase in the r2

value from 0.951 to 0.996. This difference is due to the fact
that both 555 nm and VIS are largely insensitive to spectral
absorption features of water in its various thermodynamic
phases.

While the CLARREO OSSE has proven useful for assess-
ing spectral relationships thus far, one of the major limita-
tions in the context of ADMs is that it only includes nadir
radiances. It is necessary that the spectral relationships hold
at nadir, but this is not sufficient; since a spectral conversion
is desired for angular sampling, it is also important to con-
firm that these results hold at off-nadir view geometries. The
SCIAMACHY observations in Fig. 5b and AVIRIS observa-
tions in Fig. 6 include off-nadir views, providing an initial
indication that solar-viewing geometry is not playing a dom-
inant role in the relationship between 555 nm and VIS radi-
ances. A closer look with the CERES unfiltering dataset also
suggests that any dependence on geometry is relatively small
(Fig. 8a–c). The tight relationship between 555 nm and VIS
holds across all SZA, VZA, and RAA combinations within
this dataset (only cloudy ocean scenes are shown, but the re-
sult is consistent for other scenes within the dataset that all
have r2 values greater than 0.97). There is no obvious trend
in the relationship with SZA (Fig. 8a) or RAA (Fig. 8c), but
there is a suggestion that limited spread in the spectral rela-
tionship is related to VZA (Fig. 8b), with larger VZA tend-

ing to exhibit larger VIS radiance for the same 555 nm ra-
diance. Beyond this qualitative statement, the dependence is
difficult to quantify with the CERES unfiltering dataset given
that it only includes calculations at five discrete VZAs. Fol-
lowing the CLARREO OSSE approach, an updated and far
more extensive set of MODTRAN calculations that use finer-
resolution input profiles (in both space and time) and out-
puts radiances at fine angular resolution across the full range
of solar-viewing geometries is currently under development.
This dataset will be better suited to address detailed angular
dependencies to implement the spectral conversion itself and
quantify the associated uncertainties and will be the subject
of a subsequent dedicated study.

The consistency of the relationship between 555 nm and
VIS with solar-viewing geometry is further supported by
a libRadtran calculation of TOA reflectance over a cloudy
ocean scene as an example (Fig. 8d). This calculation shows
that the detailed variations with relative azimuth angle fol-
low an almost identical shape for both 555 nm and VIS, in-
cluding the peak in reflectance near ±45◦ RAA associated
with the cloud bow. The correspondence between 555 nm and
VIS also holds with varying SZA, VZA, and cloud optical
depth (see Appendix A). Analysis of detailed angular vari-
ations should be extended in the future to other scenes that
might be more challenging such as sun glint, but this result
already builds confidence that the tight spectral relationship
also holds across detailed angular features to be incorporated
into ADM generation.

Another option to address the lack of observational angu-
lar sampling in the split-SW is to apply a spectral conversion
from total SW to split-SW to take advantage of the exten-
sive angular sampling already obtained from the CERES in-
struments (Norman Loeb, personal communication, 2022).
While this approach certainly warrants further investigation,
it would undoubtedly require further scene stratification dur-
ing the spectral conversion because the total SW includes the
NIR spectral complexities discussed above. This could po-
tentially be overcome by making the spectral conversion a
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Figure 8. The relationship between 555 nm and VIS radiance in (a, b, c) the CERES unfiltering dataset for cloudy-over-ocean scenes with
data points colored by SZA, VZA, and RAA, respectively, and (d) the libRadtran calculation for a cloudy ocean scene at a fixed SZA (60◦)
and VZA (45◦) showing the detailed variation in RAA.

function of properties such as the above-cloud water vapor.
However, these properties would then need to be retrieved
for every CERES footprint, which comes with its own chal-
lenges and uncertainties. We intentionally avoid these un-
certainties for now given that such properties are important
factors in determining where energy is deposited in the at-
mosphere, which is precisely what the split-SW observations
can help to inform us on (Hakuba et al., 2022; Carlson et al.,
2019; Collins et al., 2006).

5 Synthetic camera angular sampling

To quantify the capability of a camera to provide dense angu-
lar sampling of various scene types required for rapid ADM
generation, we ran a simulation experiment to project the
camera sampling onto existing satellite retrievals. Figure 9
shows an example of instantaneous camera sampling follow-
ing application of the pixel masks outlined in Sect. 3 onto
the CERES Cookie Dough data described in Sect. 2. By
matching the ADM samples to the underlying geophysical
retrievals, we can determine the scene characteristics that a
camera would have observed if it were flying on an exist-
ing satellite, in this case NOAA-20. It is immediately appar-
ent that some ADM samples fall outside the Cookie Dough
data (shown in purple). This is because VIIRS does not scan
all the way to the horizon, whereas a WFOV camera would

Figure 9. An example of instantaneous synthetic camera sampling
over the Pacific Ocean for (a) a systematic camera pixel mask with
ADM samples at the center of every CERES-TRMM angular bin
and (b) a randomized camera pixel mask with ADM samples ran-
domly located in only 50 % of CERES-TRMM angular bins. ADM
samples in red indicate that all pixels are co-located with VIIRS (re-
trieved cloud optical depth ±9 min is shown in colors as an exam-
ple, which covers the instantaneous WFOV), while ADM samples
in purple indicate that at least one pixel in the ADM sample falls
outside the VIIRS swath. Snapshot is valid on 1 January 2021 at
23:28 UTC.

capture those geometries (see Fig. 2). However, most ADM
samples are co-located with the Cookie Dough data (shown
in red), including at acute VZA in the along-track directions
with a modest time offset.
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Table 2. Mapping between IGBP and ERBE-like surface types.
Three additional categories accounting for the variable surface in
the cryosphere are added for CERES processing from the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). Note: n/a – not applicable.

IGBP index IGBP surface type ERBE
surface
type

1 Evergreen needleleaf forest Land
2 Evergreen broadleaf forest Land
3 Deciduous needleleaf forest Land
4 Deciduous broadleaf forest Land
5 Mixed forest Land
6 Closed shrubland Land
7 Open shrubland (desert) Desert
8 Woody savanna Land
9 Savanna Land
10 Grassland Land
11 Permanent wetland Land
12 Cropland Land
13 Urban and built-up Land
14 Cropland/natural vegetation mosaics Land
15 Permanent snow and ice Snow
16 Barren (desert) Desert
17 Water Ocean
n/a (NSIDC) Tundra Land
n/a (NSIDC) Fresh snow Snow
n/a (NSIDC) Sea ice Snow

For each camera pixel within an ADM sample that is co-
located with Cookie Dough, we determine the cloud fraction
and surface type via nearest interpolation to the co-located
Cookie Dough data. The surface type provided in Cookie
Dough is based on the International Geosphere–Biosphere
Programme (IGBP) surface classification, which we map to
ERBE-like surface types using Table 2. We then calculate the
surface type for an ADM sample as the mode of the pixel-
level values and the cloud fraction as the mean of the pixel-
level values. This enables us to assign the ADM sample to
an ERBE-like scene type, providing an initial look at camera
angular sampling stratified by scene type.

After just 23 h of sampling with the systematic pixel mask
(Fig. 10, left half of panels), almost all angular bins for all
scene types are sampled. The most frequent scene types (e.g.,
cloudy ocean) typically have every angular bin filled with
hundreds to thousands of samples, whereas the least frequent
scene types (e.g., cloudy desert) typically have around 10 or
fewer samples in each angular bin. Only a couple of sporadic
angular bins are not sampled in the outer VZA, mainly be-
cause fewer ADM samples are co-located with the Cookie
Dough data (see Fig. 9) and are therefore not included in the
counts.

The same 23 h of sampling with the randomized pixel
mask at a scaling factor of 50 % (Fig. 10, right half of pan-
els) also provides excellent angular sampling of these scene

types. Despite the overall count being reduced by half, every
angular bin for every scene type contains at least one sample
in this configuration. This result is broadly consistent across
3 other simulated days spanning the annual cycle (1 April,
1 July, 1 October; not shown) and is therefore not dependent
on the specific day chosen. Due to the improved angular cov-
erage and the reduced data rate, the randomized pixel mask
at a scaling factor of 50 % is used in the remainder of this
section to explore the sampling in further detail.

One major difference between the ERBE-like scene types
applied thus far and those used in CERES products is the
additional scene stratification by cloud optical depth. Since
this variable is included in the Cookie Dough data, we can
also look at the angular sampling as a function of cloud
optical depth. For the most frequent scene type of overcast
ocean (Fig. 11, left half of panels), the angular sampling re-
mains excellent within CERES-TRMM land cloud optical
depth bins. However, for the least frequent scene type of
overcast desert (Fig. 11, right half of panels), sampling gaps
start to appear. This suggests that the generation of camera-
based ADMs for infrequent scenes that are stratified beyond
ERBE-like would benefit from more than a single day of
sampling. However, it is clear that ample angular sampling
will be achieved in a much shorter time frame than could
otherwise be achieved by traditional RAPS sampling, likely
days to weeks rather than months to years.

Another dimension of ADMs not yet explored is the SZA.
Figure 12 shows that angular sampling reduces with the
additional stratification by CERES-TRMM SZA bins, as
expected. However, this does not occur monotonically as
demonstrated by the two most challenging cases of snow
surfaces (with notable gaps at high sun) and desert sur-
faces (with notable gaps at both high and low sun). For
snow-covered surfaces, this is due to their occurrence mostly
at high latitudes where high sun is never encountered. For
desert surfaces, this is related to the sun-synchronous 13:30
local time Equator-crossing orbit of NOAA-20 that passes
over the low-latitude deserts in mid-afternoon when the sun
is reasonably high in the sky, but not directly overhead. Un-
like the other ADM dimensions, the SZA dependence ex-
hibits a notable seasonal dependence (see Appendix B). In
practice, these missing angular bins can often be filled with
radiative transfer calculations or directional reciprocity (di
Girolamo et al., 1998; Davies, 1994; Chandrasekhar, 1960).
It should be noted that, since these sampling gaps are related
to the orbital characteristics, they are not unique to the cam-
era approach presented here; similar sampling gaps can be
expected with the traditional radiometer RAPS approach. In
fact, the sampling is in a sense self-balanced in that the su-
perimposed SZA and scene statistics built up from camera
sampling for ADM generation encounter a similar frequency
of occurrence to the radiometer that will use these ADMs,
given that they are flying on the same platform and that the
radiometer cross-track scan always falls within the camera
field of view.
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Figure 10. Number of samples in each ERBE-like angular bin and scene type after 23 h of synthetic camera sampling. White indicates no
samples. In each panel (a–p) results from the systematic pixel mask are shown on the left, and results from the randomized pixel mask with a
50 % scaling factor are shown on the right. The percentage of angular bins filled in each case is given in red. No stratification by solar zenith
angle is shown. Data from 1 January 2021.
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Figure 11. Number of samples in ERBE-like angular bins and scene types after 23 h of synthetic camera sampling with the randomized pixel
mask with a 50 % scaling factor, additionally stratified by (a–f) CERES-TRMM cloud optical depth (COD) bins over land. White indicates
no samples. In each panel, results are shown for the most frequent scene type of overcast ocean on the left and the least frequent scene type
of overcast desert on the right. The percentage of angular bins filled in each case is given in red. Data from 1 January 2021.

6 Summary and conclusions

Satellite-based Earth radiation budget (ERB) data products
depend critically on conversion of measured radiances to de-
rived irradiances, achieved via angular distribution models
(ADMs). In this study, we present the concept of a space-
based camera that views the Earth from horizon to horizon
with a large pixel array at a single wavelength to serve as a
valuable resource for the generation of new ADMs. Specifi-
cally, we focus on the capability of a camera proposed to fly
as part of the upcoming Libera mission to provide angular
sampling required to generate ADMs for the new split-SW
spectral channel that Libera will host.

We start by addressing an immediate issue that arises when
dealing with high-resolution camera images in space: the
sheer amount of bandwidth required for frequent downlink of
large arrays of pixels is operationally difficult. We note that
entire camera images are not necessary for ADM generation,
so we instead design a pixel mask that extracts only a small
subset of pixels from each image. The presented pixel mask
includes multiple groups of pixels that each encompass the
Libera radiometer footprint, are randomly distributed across
and within the discrete CERES-TRMM angular bins, and can
be scaled according to the available bandwidth. We target a

50 % scaling (50 % of the angular bins are sampled in each
image) that extracts less than 1 % of the pixels in each image.

Having extracted appropriate pixels from camera images,
a spectral conversion is required to use single-wavelength
radiances to generate split-SW ADMs. Various established
and independent datasets all indicate that using a mid-visible
wavelength to represent the VIS sub-band is the optimal
choice, with physical reasoning supporting this choice re-
vealed by analyzing spectral relationships by scene type.
Spectral relationships involving the NIR are more compli-
cated due to variations in the spectral absorption features
of water in all three thermodynamic phases and variations
in surface bidirectional reflectance. In contrast, the relation-
ship between 555 nm and the VIS sub-band is largely insensi-
tive to these properties, requiring only basic stratification by
scene type and solar-viewing geometry to generate “proxy”
VIS radiances.

With proxy VIS radiances distributed across angular bins,
we finally quantify how the angular bins of different scene
types are sampled by projecting this camera sampling onto
retrieved scene properties from the existing NOAA-20 satel-
lite. After less than a day of sampling, ERBE-like scene types
and angular bins are found to be exceptionally well sampled,
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Figure 12. Number of samples in ERBE-like angular bins and scene types after 23 h of synthetic camera sampling with the randomized pixel
mask with a 50 % scaling factor, additionally stratified by (a–f) CERES-TRMM solar zenith angle (SZA) bins. White indicates no samples.
In each panel, results are shown for the most challenging cases of clear-sky snow on the left and clear-sky desert on the right. The percentage
of angular bins filled in each case is given in red. Data from 1 January 2021. Note that the maximum extent of the color bar is reduced from
1000 in Figs. 10 and 11 to 100 here.

with every VZA and RAA bin of every scene type receiving
at least one sample and in most cases many more. Some un-
avoidable gaps remain in the SZA dimension, and additional
stratification by cloud optical depth leads to some unsampled
angular bins for infrequent scene types within this short time
frame.

While this study demonstrates the potential of a camera
to augment existing ERB approaches, there are caveats that
need mentioning. The presented pixel masks work well but

are not necessarily optimal and could be refined further. The
spectral conversion between 555 nm and VIS needs to be im-
plemented, with a closer look at the angular dependencies; a
new product is under development for this purpose and will
be the focus of a subsequent study. Likewise, the synthetic
angular sampling could be extended to a longer-duration
dataset, which would more precisely quantify the timescale
required to generate ADMs similar to current CERES SW
ADMs that are substantially more stratified. More broadly,
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ADM generation is only one benefit that needs to be balanced
with other potential ERB applications of a camera. We stress
that camera-based ADMs for the Libera split-SW channels
are intended as a demonstration and sit within a wider Libera
split-SW ADM approach that will ultimately be constrained
and tested with RAPS observations from the split-SW ra-
diometers.

In summary, split-SW ADM generation for either ERBE-
like scene types or more stratified scene types will be possi-
ble in a substantially shorter time frame than that from exist-
ing approaches if radiances from a monochromatic camera
are used: days to weeks rather than months to years. This
result can pave the way for the development of shortwave
irradiance products across arbitrary sets of spectral bands
through the use of monochromatic or polychromatic cameras
with judiciously chosen, high-correlation wavelengths.

Appendix A: Further exploration of the angular
reflectance correspondence between 555 nm and VIS

A representative example of the close correspondence be-
tween 555 nm and VIS reflectance as a function of RAA is
shown in Fig. 8d using a fixed SZA, VZA, and scene. Fig-
ure A1 provides a further exploration of this relationship. It
shows that correspondence at least as good exists across a va-
riety of different SZA, VZA, and cloud optical depth combi-
nations. This is not, nor is it intended to be, a comprehensive
exploration of angle and scene space, but it rather provides a
broader perspective to the example presented in Fig. 8d. The
consistently close correspondence indicates that the spectral
conversion that needs to be applied to map between the angu-
lar distribution at 555 nm (observed by the proposed camera)
and VIS (the radiometer spectral channel of interest) is both
minor and straightforward, thus reinforcing the conclusions
of the study. Note that the scaling factor shown in each panel,
which is separate from the RAA correspondence, varies be-
tween 0.93 and 0.98. This represents a single overall scaling
in each case applied to rescale the VIS reflectance at each
RAA and is expected given the spectrally varying scattering
and absorption properties of the Earth system.
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Figure A1. Similar to Fig. 8d but for (a–i) various combinations of SZA, VZA, and cloud optical depth (COD). Unlike Fig. 8d, only 0–180◦

is shown for each case since the result is azimuthally symmetric. The scaling factor (SF) between the mean reflectance at 555 nm and VIS
across all RAAs for each case is also given.
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Appendix B: Further exploration of the SZA
dependence of sampling

A representative example of synthetic camera angular sam-
pling when stratified by SZA is given in Fig. 12 for data
on 1 January 2021. However, as Earth’s declination angle
varies throughout the year, surfaces are tilted either toward
or away from the sun, resulting in a seasonal dependence
of the sampling when stratified by SZA, especially from a
sun-synchronous orbit. Figures B1–B3 provide insight into
this seasonal dependence. They show that when the synthetic
sampling is repeated for 3 other days evenly spread across
the annual cycle, the location of the missing angular bins for
clear-sky snow and desert scenes shifts. It follows that there
are benefits to collecting observations across a full annual
cycle if the goal is to observe as much of the angular-scene
space as possible from a sun-synchronous orbit.
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Figure B1. Same as Fig. 12, but for 1 April 2021.
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Figure B2. Same as Fig. 12, but for 1 July 2021.
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Figure B3. Same as Fig. 12, but for 1 October 2021.
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